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Student Input Sought lu Tenure Evaluation
T HE E N G L ISH  O P E R A  I ) IIX) AN D A E N E A S , presented by the Lawrence University 
Opera Theatre Companv. under the direction of .John Koopman, will be performed next 
week in Stansbury. Lead roles are held by Jean Nocerini, Bill Sharp, and Marcia Mid- 
delstadt.
Dido and Aeneas To Open Thursday
by Mary .1» Hibhert 
Dido and Aeneas, by Henry 
Purcell, the first and probably 
the best English opera ever 
written, will be presented by the 
Lawrence University Opera 
Theatre Company, under the 
direction of John Koopman, 
associate professor of music, at
8 pm nightly, January 18-20, in 
Stansbury Theatre of the Music- 
Drama Center.
The production staff for Dido 
and Aeneas includes not only 
Koopman and his assistant 
director, junior Mark T. Nelson, 
but also a choreographer. Ms. 
Wende Harmon, scenic and 
lighting designer Valerie Kuehn, 
orchestra and chorus preparation 
heads Kenneth Byler and Karle 
Erickson, respectively, ac ­
companists. and the many others 
working behind the scenes as 
costumers, props people, and 
stage crews.
Firsts
This opera marks two firsts for 
the Lawrence Opera Theatre: 
Dido and Aeneas will be the first 
L.U. opera ever to use an or­
chestra — a string ensemble 
prepared by Kenneth Byler, 
professor of music, with harp­
sichord played by Robert Below, 
associate professor of music. It is 
also the first time an opera at 
Lawrence has used a dance 
corps—ten girls under the 
direction of Ms. Wende Harmon
Classical Tragedy 
According to the program, 
“The work is a classical tragedy, 
containing every element of 
grand opera in its brief span: 
recitative, aria ls , ensembles, 
choruses, ballet and instrumental 
interludes." The opera is a 
Baroque work, and it is im ­
portant that the modern viewer 
understands that a lot of the 
action takes place in the minds of 
the characters 
The work in itself, according to 
Koopman, is “something of an 
anomaly a Baroque opera, 
based on a classical work 
Vergil’s Aeneid. being performed 
before a contemporary audience. 
This involves some interesting 
choices for both directors and 
casts a variety of styles could 
be employed."
Synopsis 
Tenor William Sharp portrays
Aeneas, a warrior in flight from 
Troy who is forced to land at 
Carthage to avoid an ap­
proaching storm There he falls 
in love with the widowed queen, 
Dido, played by senior soprano 
Jean Nocerini. Confused by her 
emotions and her love for 
Aeneas, Dido undergoes great 
anguish but finally concedes her 
love to the Trojan soldier under 
the influence of her sister 
Belinda, sung by soprano Marcia 
Middelstadt, her friends, and 
Aeneas himself.
A hunting party follows in 
which the couple’s love is 
celebrated A storm interrupts 
the festivities, driving all but 
Aeneas back to town. A spirit 
disguised as Mercury appears to 
Aeneas at the bidding of witches 
who want to destroy Dido’s 
happiness. The spirit urges 
Aeneas to leave Dido and go on to 
Italy as duty requires. This in­
cites Aeneas’ departure, leaving 
only despair and ultimately death 
to Dido (Summary courtesy of 
Martha Larson, LUN.)
The Cast
The rest of the cast consists of 
Tom Ehlinger as the narrator. 
Lyn Trepel as the Sorceress, 
Betsy Van Ingen as the attendant 
and the first witch. Barb Bookter 
as the second witch, Barbara 
Kammer as the Elf. and Victor 
Scavarda as the Trojan sailor.
The chorus consists of the 16 
Lawrence Singers, under the 
direction of Karle Erickson, asst, 
prof of music. They are Betsy 
Benjamin. Steve Carlton. Susan 
Dean, Greg Fruhauff, David 
Gust, Debbie Herndon, Richard 
Kerr, Mark T Nelson, Kathy 
Newlin, Jane Rittenhouse, Donna 
Runner, J im  Stiles, J im  
Thompson. Gene Wright, and 
Lynn Zimmerman.
The dancers are Mary At more, 
Peggy Bueseher, Jeanette 
Castro, Gave Griffith, Catherine 
Kennedy, Cheryl Ix*e, Wendy 
Morgan, Ruth Pinekenstein. 
Jennifer Shaw, and Wendy 
Yamashita.
The Orchestra
Chamber orchestra members 
are Margaret Schmidt. Anne 
Soloos. Gail Nelson, Keiko Wada, 
Sandra Jones and Lizabeth 
Heller playing the violin Viola 
players Ruth Sherwood and
Margaret Shepherd, cello players 
Barbara Ballin and Edward 
Truettmer, and double bass 
player David Bethe round out the 
group Continuo will be by Ed 
ward Truettmer and Professor 
Robert Below, harpsichord.
An Open Mind 
A cast member summed it up: 
“All we want is for our audience 
to come with an open mind 
toward opera, theatre, and Dido 
and Aeneas.’’ Their director 
reaffirmed, “This is something 
very few people in this com­
munity, students or faculty, have 
ever had a chance to experience 
before and an experience that 
probably won’t come this way 
again We hope they’ll all come 
they’ll never know until they 
see.”
by DaveEtnyre
“ It’s a whole new ball game,” 
said Thomas Baker, associate 
professor of psychology, about 
the new evaluation forms which 
will be used by the tenure com­
mittee to help determine whether 
a professor will be tenured. The 
faculty members who are up for 
tenure this year are John Hick­
man, associate professor of 
anthropology; Joseph Mar- 
chal, assistant professor of 
philosophy; Edward Moody, 
assistant professor of an ­
thropology; and Mrs. 
Schutte, assistant professor of 
history. Students who have had 
one or more of these faculty 
members should pick up a form 
from the faculty secretaries in 
Main or Science Halls, and should 
return them by Friday, January
19.
The quest ionaires have never 
been used before nor has 
any other evaluation form. 
"Lawrence has always main­
tained that publishing wasn’t 
necessary, only good teaching,” 
remarked Baker, “until now 
there was no attempt to define 
what good teaching was.” The 
quest iona ires have been sent out 
to Lawrence graduates to elect 
their responses on how the 
faculty members prepared them 
for graduate work The 
questionaires have also been sent 
to all declared majors in that 
particu lar professor’s depart­
ment, and now the committee is 
asking non-majors to fill them 
out.
All the items will be compiled 
and each faculty member up for 
tenure will receive a rating on 
each question and an overall 
rating. According to Baker, a 
professor must come out with an 
above average rating to get 
tenure, as it stands now. He 
addl'd that these ratings of the 
faculty members will have 
tremendous weight on the final 
decision made by the committee. 
In order for the weight of this
rating to be felt, a sizeable 
number of questionaires must be 
returned.
Another new evaluation 
process instituted by this year’s 
committee is that all theses, 
articles and books written by the 
faculty members who are up for 
tenure are being sent out to a 
well known person in that par 
ticular field for evaluation. In 
previous years, said Baker, 
Lawrence professors read the 
works and passed judgement, 
almost always favorable, on 
themCain & Noah Cast Listed
The cast and crews of the 
second term major production, 
Cain and Noah, are already at 
work in preparation for their five 
production run February 14 thru 
18 in the Experiemental Theatre 
of the Music-Drama Center.
The production will be directed 
bySherwin Howard, asst prof. of 
theatre-drama, who will be 
assisted by junior Greg 
Schrimpf. Set design will be by 
senior Jim  Stiles, and musical 
direction will be by Bill Sharp, 
who is also a member of the 
acting company.
The cast includes sever­
al veteran performers at 
Lawrence Brigid Finucane has 
appeared in Stop the World. I 
Want to Get Off. Bob Herman as 
Valentine in Twelfth Night. Chris 
Porter in Oh! What a Lovely War 
and several studio productions, 
Linda Rosenbauer in Oh! What a 
Lovely War!, Hansel and Gretel. 
several of the Lawrence Opera 
Theatre’s productions including 
The Consul last year, and as Evie 
in Stop the World, Bill Sharp has 
the lead role in Dido and Aeneas 
and has appeared in several one 
acts, and Steve Tower, from 
several one acts and Three Penny 
Opera.Baker Discusses Falling Enrollment
by John Bruce
Enrollment is down. Thirty 
fewer freshmen matriculated 
than had been estimated by the 
university. In addition the ad­
ministration was confronted with 
the attrition of sixty-eight up­
perclassmen. The reasons for 
this occurrence have become the 
subject of considerable d is ­
cussion by lx)th administrators 
and faculty members.
Thomas Baker associate 
professor of psychology and head 
of the Analytic Studies Com­
mittee, was asked to state his 
views regarding the problem of 
retention, and discuss possible 
causes of the problem
Baker mentioned that of late 
there has been a decrease in 
enrollment, amounting to a trend 
throughout the colleges of the 
nation Hence we cannot speak of 
Lawrence as an exception 
However, Baker believes that 
while it is comforting to 
rationalize the problems in terms 
of a national d ilem m a, the 
university should not fall into the 
trap of associating the causes of 
the decline in its own student
body with what appears to be a 
national phenomenon 
Baker pointed out that much of 
the decline is due to the fact that 
the retention rate is worsening. 
This consideration would make 
the fact that enrollment 
nationwide is on the wane less 
applicable to Lawrence’s sit­
uation If the decrease in the 
number of students attending the 
institution is due to a great extent 
to the departure of those who 
have already enrolled, one 
cannot blame the decline on a 
shrinking applicant pool 
Asked to give his opinion on the 
reasons for the drop in the 
retention rate, Baker described 
the problem as being “multi 
faceted” , one “to which there is 
no single answer.’’ He did, 
however, cite certain actions he 
thought could be possible reasons 
for the problem of retention:
1) The introduction of 
academically unqualified fresh 
men into Lawrence. These 
students would possibly find the 
schedule to be too rigorous, and 
would drop out in search of a 
college that would be less
demanding, (along with this 
Baker remarked that flunking 
out of Lawrence is practically 
non-existent).
2) Encouraging students from 
sections of the country having 
different cultural and en­
vironmental situations than 
midwest, (e.g., the Northeast), to 
enroll There is a chance that 
they would find the university 
less than satisfactory, and seek 
something more to their tastes.
3) A misrepresentation of the 
qualifications of the school. For 
example, the claim that there is a 
close faculty student ratio, or 
that Lawrence possesses a 
“superior” faculty. A student 
finding classes having sixty or so 
students may become 
disillusioned, and there is really 
no way in which to demonstrate 
the superiority of the faculty 
outside of listing their respective 
degrees The student might 
decide that he could get out of 
spending some $4,000 by at 
tending a state school, and yet be 
taught by professors having an
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Falk Streit
Why are we here?
Periodically there arises discussions on the function, or 
purpose, of Lawrence University. Why is the school here? 
What reasons does it have for being? Things like that. In these 
discussions, one person usually begins by saying, “Of course”, 
the university’s sole function is this, while someone else is 
simultaneously stating that “of course” it must be that, (that, 
being almost likely diametrically in opposition to this). 
Eventually the dialectic proceeds to the point where both sides 
change tactics and assert that “of course” the function cannot 
be that, or “of course” it cannot be this. After a while the 
process of introsepction and inquiry ceases and things return 
to their normal contented state.
But with the decrease in applications and the increase in 
attrition serving as minifestations of dissatisfaction, perhaps 
the enigma which is LU should take some time and decide why 
it exists and what it wants to do with the people who live here. 
Then, at least, students would come here knowing what to 
expect and would know if they are getting what they should 
when they get it.
Right now the University seems to operate on the vague 
consensus of opinion which determines that its purpose is to 
center on the cultivation of the intellect, with other concerns 
being only secondary to this pursuit. However, a significant 
number of people would hold that a university is required to 
pay a significantly greater attention to the social as well as 
academic aspects of the institution.
Given the present state of indecision, it should come as no 
surprise that there exists a significant variance of opinion 
which prevents unity and cohesion and may paralyze action 
Moreover, without a defined unity of purpose, no member of 
the Lawrence community can be expected to hold a particular 
conception of the school, nor may he be expected to act ac­
cording to any set of assumptions.
A committment to a certain set of beliefs is not implicit in 
the matriculation of a freshman until: a) a common set of 
ideals and values is agreed upon by the institution and b> a 
freshman is made aware of those ideals and his implied 
consent to conform to them. If the university defined its role 
and its disposition for certain means of behavior, those who 
apply for admission will have a more legitimate basis for their 
decision.
In order to encourage and precipitate an extensive and 
purposeful discussion on this basic issue, the Lawrentian will 
act as the medium in which various opinions will be aired. 
However, though the paper may serve as a stimulus and outlet 
for inquiry, it cannot take responsibility for the ultimate 
decision on the subject. This responsibility lies with the 
university and must eventually be assumed by the institution.
Memorial Fund
Lawrence is a long way from Bach Mai and Freedom 
Square, but Sam Ray’s letter reminds us of the tragedy in 
human terms of a war in which we, as a nation, continue to be 
engaged. To add any comment to the letter would be super­
fluous. All we can do is respond to Sam Ray’s request and 
begin a Falk Streit Commemorative Aid Fund for the relief of 
war victims on both sides of the DMZ.
The Lawrentian, therefore, asks persons interested in 
setting up an aid fund to contact the newspaper office ex­
tension 252. Hopefully, if there is enough student interest, 
LUCC can act as a focus for fund raising efforts and channel 
the proceeds to the International Red Cross or other ap­
propriate relief agencies.
In a preface to his letter, Sam Ray wrote: “Falk gave 
everything he had (which was considerable) life and worldly 
resources . . . ” It would seem that we at least could give a little 
of our time and money.
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To the Kditor:
It is exactly 1:00 a.m., Wed­
nesday, January 3, 1973. This is 
(he second time I ’ve begun to 
write tonight, unable to sleep in 
an otherwise comfortable bed. on 
a hard pillow to which I have 
become accustomed. Both have 
only recently come into my 
possession, as have (he several 
hand-made wooden chests and 
desk which furnish my room and 
provide my writing surface this 
chilly night in Hong Kong.
All were owned or made by one 
Falk Streit—a German fellow 
with whom I used to share the flat 
which I now call home. He was a 
fascinating character whose life 
had been touched by nearly every 
great marvel and tragedy of the 
last third of a century.
A native of Hamburg, his 
lather was a Nazi whose personal 
and political propensities Falk 
never forgave. The largish 
family, now headed by a delicate 
but indomitable mother, man­
aged to survive well into the 
'50’s before Falk (a younger 
sibling) acquired a pair of first 
hand shoes.
He studied the social-, 
behavioral-, and pure-sciences 
before coming to the Far East 
two years ago as a computer- 
programmer and analyst for a 
Hong Kong mega-firm. Here he 
was an avid photographer, 
writer, student of politics, 
humanities and languages, and 
an agile, perceptive observer of 
social dynamics on every scale.
He left recently for a circuitous 
return to his hom eland—an 
everyman’s dream tour of two 
contents. I missed his keen wit, 
his incisive commentary, his 
generosity and congenial 
thusiasm for all things 
tellectual. Yet, even in 
season of remembrances 
good wishes, I knew his spon­
taneous travels precluded any 
post-script to our last farewell.
We had spoken of m an’s ar­
tificial eompartmentalizations of 
himself; social strata, national 
boundaries, religion, race, 
ideology. We both agreed they 
seemed inevitable elements of 
“civilization” most hypocritical 
and hypothetical of all our con­
structs. Yet we saw their 
structural function as ever-more- 
existential man clamors for 
basis, stability, “ identity” in an 
ever-more-perplexing milieu. He 
talked about the individual 
responsibility for pollution and 
over population — suggested 
sterilization and adoption as his 
own answer to both the latter 
crises and to the proclivity of 
parental promulgation of the 
blood based but generalized “we 
they” dichotomy.
Falk Streit died 26 hours ago of 
self-immolation in Freedom 
Square, Jakarta, with the words: 
“ . . a life without hope in a world 
without love will end senselessly 
. .” A note in his rucksack ex­
plained his protest of American 
bombing of North Vietnam. I 
would like to start a fund in his 
name, to be administered by the 
Ked Cross, to add to all his 
possessions now en route to aid 
the victims of the war. Please 
contribute.
—J. SAMI Kl. HAY. 71 
Hong Kong. B.C.C.
Nissen Responds
To (lie Kditor:
I am writing in regard to your 
article on the change in the 
I niversity’s policy about per­
m itting students to rent 
automobiles through the 
Business Office.
Your reporter accurately 
delineated the problems which 
resulted in our decision to not 
permit students to borrow 
automobiles through the good 
auspices of the University; but 
the one item that was omitted 
was the fact that the decision to 
eliminate this service was made 
only after two of the three major 
car rental services indicated, by 
phone, that they would indeed 
rent cars to persons under 25 
years of age. I made those phone 
calls in August and the in­
formation gleaned from these 
conversations played a large part 
in our reversal of our renting 
policy.
After reading your article, I 
again called the dealers and was 
told that your reporter did ar­
ticulate the policies of the various 
rental agencies now in affect. The 
obvious conclusion would be for a 
reconsideration of our decision of 
last August, but that effort is now 
in vain since the Avis dealerships 
with whom we do business have 
informed us that students may 
borrow autos under our contract 
only if said autos are used on 
University business. This is a 
new national policy and would 
thus preclude any option by 
Lawrence in regard to rentals to 
students for personal use.
—JOHN 11. NISSEN 
Director of Financial Aid
Tryouts Announced
To the Lawrence Community: 
In partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for a BA degree 
with a major in French, I am 
planning to direct a French one- 
act play next term. The 
production dates are set for April 
6 and 7. which is the second week­
end of Term III
The play I have chosen is Jean 
Giraudoux’s L’Apollon de Hcllac 
and it will be performed in 
French with lighting, costumes, 
make-up, sets etc. in the Ex­
perimental Theatre. I believe 
that producing a play like this is 
one of the more exciting ways of 
working with a language and 
exploring a foreign culture.
I urge all of you to try-out for 
I/Apollon de Hcllac. There are 
acting parts for 8 men and 3 
women. Auditions are Friday, 
January 12, 6:00-7:30 p.m., in the 
Experimental Theatre. In ad­
dition to trying out, if any of you 
have a special interest in 
production work involving any of 
the following, please let me know 
as soon as possible:
1. Lighting
2. Properties
3. Costumes
4. Make-up
5. Publicity
6. Construction
7. Helping actors learn lines 
and working with them on 
pronunciation and intonation, 
etc.
I have put a copy of the play on 
reserve under “Try-outs” in the 
library. Please feel free to read it 
and talk with me about it at any 
time. My extension is 379 and if 
I ’m not there leave a message. I 
will be sure to get in touch with 
you.
I ’m looking forward to hearing 
from many of you.
KAREN HETTINGER
Letter From Prison
To the Editor:
My name is Robert Bronson 
and I am presently serving time 
in the Ohio penitentiary system 
at Ixindon, Ohio. I am doing farily 
well except that I have no one 
with whom to correspond. As you 
might guess, it is quite lonely for 
me. I was hoping that perhaps 
you could print my letter in your 
newspaper in the hope that some 
of the students would wish to 
write to me. You would be doing 
me a great service and you have 
my heart-felt thanks. My address 
is: Mr. Robert L. Bronson Box 69 
No. 128-939, London, Ohio 43140.
— ROBERT BRONSON
RECITAL SCHEDULE — TERM II
January
14 — 8:00 — Faculty Recital- Theodore Rehl, piano 
16 — 3:00 — Student Recital
18-20 — 8:00 — Opera Theatre, Dido and Aeneas, Stan- 
sbury
23 3:00 — Amy Hoffman, piano; Fred Sturm, trombone 
25 — 8:00 — Interlochen Arts Academy String Quartet 
28 — 3:00 — Lawrence Symphony Band, Chapel 
30 — 3:00 — Student Recital
February
2 — 8:00 — Student Recital
4— 3:00 — Lawrence Concert Choir, Downer Chorus, 
Chapel
5 — 8:00 — Margaret O’Brien, piano
6 — 3:00 — Ginger Bevis, organ; George Stalle, clarinet, 
Chapel
8 — 8:00 — Chamber Music Series, French String Trio 
13 — 3:00— Linda Baron, piano; Michael Hale, trumpet 
18 — 3:00 — L.U. Chamber Orchestra, Chapel 
20 — 3:00 — Student Recital
22 — 8:00 — Martha Holmes, piano
23 — 8:00 — Elizabeth Cole, harpsichord
25 — 8:00 — Faculty Chamber Music Recital
26 — 8:00 — Nancy Boston, piano
27 — 3:00 — Student Recital
28 — 8:00 — Lyn Trepel, mezzo-soprano 
March
1 — 8:00 — Chamber Music Series, Walter Klein, piano
2 — 8:00 — Keith Montross, trombone; Lois Wibracht, 
piano
5 — 8:00 — Donna Runner, piano
0 — 3:00 — Student Recital, Chapel
8 8:00 - Robert Fabrick, piano; Margaret Schmidt, 
violin
9 8:00 Richard Kerr, organ. Chapel
11 8:00 Lawrence University Jazz Ensemble, Chapel
12 8:00 James Fradrich, piano
13 3:00 Barbara Bookter, mezzo-soprano; Greg 
Fruhauf, baritone; Teresa Russell, soprano
11 3:00 — Rebecca Rehl, cello
1 his schedule is subject to change. Please check with the 
( onservatorv Bulletin Board for changes. All programs 
are held in Harper Hall unless otherwise noted.
Reviewer Defends Rights of Critic
by Stan Day 
Why should The Lawrentian 
review anything? The question 
seems valid in light of Richard 
Kerr’s recent letter to the editor 
(Dec. 1), and as it is one that has 
bothered me as a sometime 
Lawrentian reviewer, I have 
succumbed to the urge to com­
ment on it in print.
Mr. Kerr’s letter was written in 
response to Chris Been’s review 
of the 125th Anniversary Concert, 
so let me first say that this article 
is in no way intended as a defense 
of that review. The Lawrentian 
may have the responsibility of 
airing student opinion, but this 
hardly justifies cram m ing 
flippant and cruelly un- 
constructive comments down the 
throats of the readership. The 
publication of Mr. Been’c review 
did just that. and I , like Mr. Kerr, 
found it unfortunate.
Where he and I begin to 
disagree is in his apparent 
conviction that we as students 
should never question the quality 
of the education we are receiving, 
or at least should not do so from a 
public forum.
Yes, Lawrence is a “good” 
school; yes. the Conservatory is a 
“good” music school (whatever 
that means). But no one would 
contend that there isn’t anything 
about either that could stand 
improvement. Is it not then our 
prerogative as “consumers” of 
an expensive Lawrence ed­
ucation to press, if and when 
opportunities arise, for raising 
the standards of the institution?
I doubt if even Mr. Kerr thinks 
that we as students should allow 
ourselves to be dumbly spoonfed, 
never im agin ing that things 
should occasionally be better 
here than they are. I think his 
protest was more against the 
continuous backbiting and nit­
picking that abound in the con­
servatory — and against 
Lawrentian reviews that might 
seem to be a public extension of 
those habits.
In that case, his point is well 
taken. A student reviewer has no 
business setting himself up as an 
outside authority who judges 
Lawrence offerings by 
unrealistically high standards. 
The Lawrence Orchestra is not 
the Chicago Symphony, and one’s 
expectations from one should 
never be on the same plane as 
one’s expectations from the 
other.
But Lawrence has its own 
range of standards. An opera 
theatre that has presented
Breasts of Tiresias as ours did in 
1970 has shown itself to be 
capable of a certain degree of 
excellence; and it seems to me 
that it invites criticism if and 
when it falls far short of that 
level The same goes for a theatre 
department that presents a 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern 
Are Dead one term and a Keep an 
Eye on Ainelie the next.
(Thus here I seem to take issue 
with Mr. Been, who admitted that 
the Lawrence Orchestra sounded 
“ better than it ever has” on the 
125th Anniversary Concert, yet 
seized upon that performance as 
an opportunity for scathing 
criticism.)
Even this standard is not 
always applicable. Lawrence is 
an educational institution, and 
performances should be learning 
experiences first and foremost 
(though I can’t refrain from 
adding that having one’s work 
criticized is also a valid part of 
the learning experience). The 
opportunity for soloist or en­
semble to occasionally attempt a 
work slightly beyond their 
current capabilities, even when 
the result will be an aesthetic 
“ failure,” should not be denied if 
there is much to be gained in the 
process. Yet this would not be 
possible were each and every 
relative disaster exhibited on the 
public pillory of a Lawrentian 
review. This is why student 
recitals are never reviewed; and 
this is why, in my opinion, no one- 
night stand without admission 
charge (such as, for example, the 
choir, band, and orchestra 
performances on the 125th An­
niversary Concert) should fall 
under the jurisdiction of 
Lawrentian criticism.
It is when a performance is set 
before a paying public for several 
nights in succession that the 
previously elaborated standard 
seems most appropriately in­
voked. In such cases Lawrence 
has a responsibility to its ticket- 
buyers of presenting a work 
reasonably within the cap ­
abilities of available p a rti­
cipants, and of doing a 
respectable job on it. Productions 
that fall noticeably short of what 
the school has shown itself to be 
capable of, or that attempt 
something clearly beyond the 
scope of current resources, are fit 
targets for criticism.
The point, then, is this: let us 
not be guilty of overkill. Petty 
and pointlessly devastating 
criticism may be one danger, but
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complacency and a tendency on 
the part of any established in­
stitution to rest upon its laurels is 
clearly another. Lawrentian 
reviews present an opportunity 
for students to contribute toward 
raising the performance stan­
dards of the university they are 
paying to attend; and. to my 
mind, they need no further 
justification.
LUTIIER ALLISON 
BAD NEWS is COMING 
GORDY C.%11 
Luther Allison has finally 
latched onto a major label. His 
debut on Motown’s Gordy label 
apparently represents Motown’s 
attempt to crack the “blues 
market," if such a creature 
really exists. If any blues album 
will sell, this should be the one. 
The seven cuts on “ Bad News Is 
Com ing” range from blues 
classics like W'illie Dixon's “The 
Little Rod Rooster” and Elmore 
.James’s "Dust My Broom" to 
blues originals like “Raggedy 
and Dirty" and “ Bad News Is 
Coming ” Luther plays a good 
guitar throughout the album and 
really outdoes himself on the 
slide guitar on “Dust My Broom " 
and on the wah-wah chicken
FLA SH ES  OF Y E S T E R D A Y
Flashes of yesterday burn through my mind;
A day of new nearness for me and my kind:
A realization of all that we are,
As we watched the rainbows around Pleiades’ stars.
A man of the gods and a man like a gnome,
A friend who’s my son and a king with no throne 
Went searching with me for a free strip of ground,
And cow's’ eyes and ice cream weren’t all that we found.
1 saw a lake eat away mountains of sand.
1 heard a voice mumble, “ I don’t understand!"
Ducks breaking sunlight: I laughed at them all,
And cried, when the drunkards pretended to brawl.
LILIAS JONES
Dispute Continues Over 
Radio Record Ripoffs
by Marty Sensenbach
I am told that due to a printer's 
mistake the identity of the author 
of the reply to my article was 
inadvertently concealed. I was 
extremely interested when I was 
told that Mr. Larry Basham 
wrote the article. Mr Basham is 
a member of the staff of WLFM, 
and was on the staff of WCHT last 
term. It all goes to show that one 
can work for a station and still 
not be fully aware of what is 
going on.
To answer the questions posed 
in the article—why do 1 feel that 
the high school students at WCHT 
are more trustworthy? There are 
many ways in which a person 
proves that he or she is to be 
trusted. I ’m sure all of you know 
which of your friends and 
acquaintances you can trust; it’s 
not really a quality which can be 
defined The situation is the same 
here. I had further confidence in 
the high-school students because 
their shows were all in the af­
ternoon, and so, even if they were 
not to be trusted, they could be 
under more or less constant 
surveillance. This measure was 
not necessary. “The night time 
was the right time” for our 
college rip-off artists.
I am curious to know where Mr 
Basham got the figure of “ less 
than $13” for the value of the 
stolen cartridge. Maybe he has a 
discount source for such things. 
For the most part, Shure car­
tridges don’t come that cheap 
And as for the suggestion that I 
take up a collection among the 
staff to replace the cartridge, 
fine. Mr Larry Basham, late of 
WCHT, I invite you to be the first 
contributor. But somehow I don’t 
think I should hold my breath.
Now for the question which 
occupied most of the article. 
Could the thieves of the high-risk 
records have been white? Indeed 
they could have They also could 
have been Oriental, Melanesian, 
or American Indian. They could, 
for that matter, have been Greg 
Morris, the Green Lantern, or the 
Black Widow. But the point is 
this: I merely stated that the 
stolen records were all by black
artists. Nowhere did I make a 
statement regarding the pig­
mentation of the perpetrators. 
Mr. Basham im m ediately 
jumped to the conclusion that 
only black students steal records 
by black artists—and mounted a 
spirited defense to something I 
never said. Well, if this is the kind 
of “ rac ism ” prevalent at 
Lawrence, no wonder black- 
white relations get strained at 
times!
I mentioned in my article that I 
knew who was in the studio the 
night the m issing high-risk 
records vanished. They were a 
pretty even mixture of black and 
white After Hours announcers 
and friends, and new black an­
nouncers being taught how to run 
the board. You were there, Mr. 
Basham ; who took those 
records? The thieves could have 
been from either group. Please 
help me determine once and for 
all where those records have 
gone and who has them now. You 
assume that I am accusing the 
black group, odd in itself because 
you were there and presumably 
would know for sure if your 
friends have the records. If this is 
not so, I can only assume, then, 
that the white announcers are 
responsible. Somebody now has a 
nicely integrated collection can 
you tell me who?
I would also like to take issue 
with the statement that most of 
the stolen records (all in all) are 
not by black artists. No one 
knows for sure just what the 
proportions are I wish I could do 
a study on stolen records— 
proportions of stolen records in 
toto. proportions vis-a-vis 
records received, et cetera 
Unfortunately, we just started 
keeping a master list of records 
in the collection recently, so 
there’s no real way of telling 
what goes where.
And finally, Mr Basham, let 
me say this: please don’t go 
making comments about other 
people’s asses (especially ones 
you know nothing about) until the 
day arrives when you can locate 
your own with two hands and a 
flashlight.
imitation at the end of “ Little 
Red Rooster.”
Luther’s vocal style, however, 
leaves much to be desired. 
Almost every vocal (except for 
some fine primal screaming on 
“ Bad News Is Coming") sounds 
the same. He has already 
mastered the painful, outraged 
sound necessary for every good 
blues singer, but he needs to 
develop a little emotional range.
Backup musicians are gen 
erally good. Paul White on 
piano tends to be a bit repetitive 
on most numbers although his 
solo on B. B King’s “ Rock Me 
Baby" is especially good Other 
musicians include rhvthm 
guitarist Ray Goodman, drum 
mer-bassist Andrew Smith, 
and Garfield Angove on har­
monica If you like blues, buy this 
album
Larrv Basham’s name was inadvertently omitted 
from his Article to the Editor entitled “Throwing Light 
on a ‘Dark’ Situation” which appeared in the Dec. I issue 
of the Lawrentian. We regret this oversight and 
apologize for any inconvenience our mistake may have 
caused.
Campus 
Notes
Mexico Meeting
There will be an information 
meeting for all those interested in 
the Program in Mexico, Fall. 
1973, at 4:30, on Wednesday, 
January 17, in Main Hall 115. 
Applicants will need to have 
completed Spanish 2 by June, 
1973. The program will be 
essentially the same as the 
session in Guanajuato, Mexico, 
last term.
Wanted: Photographers
The Lawrentian needs 
photographers: creative, sports 
or otherwise. A brief meeting will 
be held Sunday night at 7:30 in 
the Lawrentian office.
Tenure
The committee on tenure 
requests that students who have 
had courses from either Mr. 
H ickman, Mr M archal, Mr 
Moody or Mrs. Schutte but are 
not majoring in the departments 
with which these instructors are 
affiliated, fill out a teaching 
evaluation form for as many of 
these instructors as you may 
have had.
The forms are available from 
the faculty secretaries in either 
Main Hall or Science Hall. Please 
fill out the form(s) and return it 
to the secretary.
The committee will collect 
these evaluations on Friday, 
January 19th. This information is 
most useful to the committee.
Music
Pianist Michael Morgan and 
guitarist Peter Barnes will ap 
pear Friday at 9:30 p.m. in the 
Coffee House.
Watermelon, a recently formed 
group of experienced Madison 
musicians, will perform Satur­
day in Riverview Lounge from 9 
p.m. to midnight for an all-school 
dance.
LUCC Election
Election for a LUCC 
representative from the small 
houses and a representative at 
large will be held from 9 (M) a.m. 
to 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday, Jan. 23 
in Riverview Lounge. Anyone 
interested in one of these 
positions should contact Jim  
Simmons, Brokaw 301, by 
Wednesday, Jan. 17.
ANSWERS TO DORMITORY DILEMMA
PERSON MAJOR G-FRIEND R MATE ROO IVI
Dick Math no Hank 304
Hank Biology no Dick 304
Eugene Biology L it Charlie 302
Greg Math Imogene Bill 303
Rill Philosophy no Greg 303
Charlie Anthro Kathy Eugene 302
Frank Government no Archie 301
Archie Music Jane Frank 301
P E C U L I A R I T Y
Gay
Limp
Drama
Stereo
California
Runner
Photo
Gerbil
F R E A K -
STRAIGHT
Straight
Freak
Staight
Freak
Staight
Freak
Straight
S tra igh t
Frat Rushees Make Distinctions, Decisions
TIIE MEMBERS of Delta Gamma, one of Lawrence’s five 
sororities, share some thoughts with rushees during informal 
parties held earlier this week.
Sorority Rush Offers 
Friendships, Choices
by Mary Jo ISibber 
and Sue Jansky
Sorority rush is a growing 
experience for both the sorority 
women involved and the people 
going through rush. It ’s a time 
when all those involved attempt 
to get to know each other better. 
But making the final decision, to 
be a Greek, and if so. which group 
to join, is up to the rushee. Greek 
women hope rush is a time to find 
both new friendships and new 
sisters, regardless of whether or 
not a particular girl pledges a 
particular group
The first step takes place long 
before rush week begins. During 
first term, study breaks, open 
wings, round robins, and the 
annual fraternity-sorority a l l ­
campus parties attempt to 
acquaint freshmen women and 
transfers with the Greek system 
at Lawrence. It’s during this 
period many lasting impressions 
are made, but the important time 
for impressions is the first week 
in January formal rush week.
Pan-Hel views formal rush not 
only as a time for sororities to 
decide on girls they’d like to join 
their groups, but for those girls to 
decide what sorority they’d like 
to be a part of, if any. Kush week 
starts with an open wing. The 
rushees go from room to room in 
the sorority wing, learning 
names, munching on goodies, and 
talking to the members of the 
various groups and other 
rushees.
The next step is informal 
parties. These are given by the 
individual groups. Once again, 
these offer a chance for meeting 
and getting to know more people 
both on the part of the rusher and 
the rushees. They also include 
some entertainment on the part 
of the sororities through such 
antics as movies, skits, songs, 
and plays.
At the same time sororities are 
conferring among themselves, 
the rushees are also making 
decisions.
Another step is found in the 
formal parties. For the first time, 
the rushee gets a look at the 
ceremonial or traditional side of 
the sororities. Traditions differ 
from group to group, but 
generally include the giving of 
flowers or some other symbol of 
the group.
The next step is a matter of 
choice on both sides. The rushees 
sign a bid sheet after the last 
formal parties, indicating what 
groups, if any, they’d like to 
pledge The sororities fill out 
similar lists From here on the 
matching is done by impartial 
adult advisors. Neither sorority 
nor rushee knows the final out­
come until Sunday afternoon, and 
in many cases the girls know- 
before the sorority finds out the 
final outcome of their bids
Formal rush ends with 
pledging Sunday. But Monday 
informal rush begins, offering yet 
another option for girls who may 
still want to affiliate.
bv Mark Cebulski 
(Author's note: Since the writer 
of this story is a fraternity 
member, he would like to make it 
clear that this story was not 
meant to antagonize members «»I' 
other fraternities. Bather, it was 
meant to hr a factual look at the 
activities undertaken by a 
fraternity during normal rush. 
All practices henceforth de­
scribed may not be undertaken 
by all fraternities, and the 
description of any practices 
unique to the fraternity of which 
the writer is a member is NOT 
meant to be a “ plug" for either 
the practice or the fraternity.)
Every January, after a term of 
informal bull-shooting over pie in 
kitchens and beer in the Union, 
Lawrence fraternities attempt to 
keep themselves in existence 
through a method known as in­
formal rush One can see on the 
surface that Lawrence frats 
somehow keep filling their quotas 
every year. Their new members 
make their decisions seemingly 
based on an entire term of ex­
posure to and consideration of 
Greek life.
But for some, it is not that easy. 
Each individual is faced with a 
dual decision: D whether or not 
to go Greek, and 2) which Greek 
organization to join. And de­
pending upon the situation and 
individual, formal rush can be at 
once enlightening and downright 
flattering, and at the same time 
mind-blowing
Hush starts early in the week 
with Hound Hobins, usually on 
Tuesday and Wednesday. The 
format is no different from that of 
fall term: those wishing to go 
through rush go to each house on 
a scheduled basis. There they 
exchange greetings and small 
talk with Greeks in the living 
room of each house. The in­
dividual now is beginning to 
make distinctions, however: he is 
e lim inating those houses he 
definitely does not want to join, if 
he had not done so already.
Thursday and Friday nights’ 
sessions are conducted in ­
formally. Each rushee may visit 
any house he chooses for as long 
as he wishes. But there is a 
certain tenseness in the air by 
this time: it can be felt by both 
the rusher and the rushee. 
Conversations, though relaxed, 
have an edge to them. No one 
wants to ask the question, but 
everyone wants to know the 
answer.
Each fraternity has made a list 
of potential pledges sometime 
during the week. This list is 
divided into first, second, and 
third lists, and each individual is 
classified according to a 
fraternity’s preference. Those
who a frat believes are needed 
the most are put on the first list, 
the size of which depends directly 
upon each fraternity’s quota, 
predetermined by IFC (Inter- 
Fraternity Council). Saturday 
morning if a rushee is on the 
frat's first two lists (although this 
practice may vary from house to 
house), he will find a formal 
invitation to return to that house 
for the formal rush party.
Saturday afternoon is put-up* 
or-shut-up time for everyone 
involved. For a few houses, each 
person going through rush is 
faced with essentially the same 
questions: who is he going to 
associate with during the next 
three and a half years, which 
comprise one of the m ajor 
periods of his personal growth? 
In other words, who and where 
are his friends, really? And he 
has four hours to decide.
For the Greeks it is equally 
traumatic. There are key people 
each house wants, usually 
because they will take other 
people in with them. This does not 
mean that rush is confined 
merely to the struggle over these 
few people, but each Greek keeps 
his eyes on the list to see if these 
key rushees have been secured.
Before Saturday afternoon, no 
Greek could criticize any other 
rival in front of a rushee. Now, 
though, there are no holds 
barred. Sometimes two Greeks 
will talk to a rushee alone, in an 
adjacent room But the door 
cannot be closed completely, nor 
can there be more than two 
Greeks in one room. This is done 
to avoid “hot boxing,” or grilling 
a rushee until he finally submits.
There are basically three kinds 
of rushees: 1) the one who walks 
over and signs the list as soon as 
the house opens on Saturday; 2) 
the one who will join a particular 
house only if he decides to go 
Greek; and 3) the one who is 
tottering between two houses.
The first kind hardly needs to 
be discussed, except that the 
house can now use him as an 
additional rusher for the rest of 
the afternoon. The second kind 
has more philosophic questions 
on his mind, such as: Can I make 
as many friends outside the 
Greek system as I could inside? 
Will Greek life have poor effects 
on my studies, or can I benefit 
more from closer contact with 
upperclassmen in the same 
major? Will I be sacrificing, or 
developing, my individuality? Is 
all of this worth the extra hundred 
bucks a year? Greeks will handle 
this case in a positive, assertive 
manner, emphasizing good 
aspects of both their particular
houses and of the Greek system. 
Already assured that it will be 
“this house or none.” Greeks can 
more confidently deal with this 
case. The house also has a subtle, 
but important, factor working on 
its side: here the rushee can 
witness the effectiveness of a 
fraternity as a diverse group of 
individuals working toward a 
common goal.
The final case is the one who 
creates the most excitement and 
uncertainty—the rushee “twit­
ching” between houses. He must 
be handled with kid gloves. Each 
question and answer must be 
executed with the utmost sin­
cerity and sensitivity. If the 
rushee senses deception amidst, 
the house will lose him. Often, he 
will shuttle back and forth bet­
ween the two houses in question, 
conversing most often with his 
closest friends.
Until 5 o’clock Saturday af­
ternoon, this rushee has two 
choices: either to sign the house’s 
rush list (a gentlem an’s 
agreement saying in effect that 
he will pledge that house), or to 
wait until Sunday morning when 
the final declaration is turned in 
to the office. There is a drawback 
to the letter strategy: should the 
preferred house’s allotted quota 
be already filled, he has to wait a 
term before pledging. Although a 
commitment has been made, the 
person misses a great deal of fun 
in the normal first month of 
pledgehood.
And so the pressure builds as 
five o’clock approaches. Who 
went to what house? How big is 
the list getting7 How much time 
do I have? The same questions 
are asked, and the same answers 
given, but they never get old
Almost always, after ex­
amining lists of those who have 
signed at a certain house, and 
heeding the advice of his closest 
friends, the “ twitches” will sign 
within a half an hour of five 
o’clock. Both he and the rush 
chairman heave sighs of relief—” 
It ’s over!” Well, not really. 
Between five o’clock Saturday 
and noon on Sunday, a period of 
silence is observed between 
fraternity members and rushees.
Sunday at noon or so, the new 
pledges are picked up by the 
entire house where they are 
treated to dinner before formally 
pledging. Pledges and actives 
then retire to a nearby party hall 
or bowling alley where they do 
what nearly all other American 
males do on the second Sunday in 
January: drink beer and watch 
the Super Bowl.
PAPERBACKS:
ELEANOR AND FRANKLIN 
Joseph I*. Lash
No. 1 bestseller, winner Pulitzer Prize, National Book 
Award, based on Eleanor Roosevelt’s private papers.
1001 VALUABLE THINGS YOU CAN GET FREE 
Mort Weisinger
8th edition - free books, atlases, films, paintings, stickers 
and more.
POPULATION: A CLASH OF PROPHETS 
Edward Pohlman - Ed.
Designed to present all sides of a crucial and complex 
problem.
LIVING POOH WITH STYLE 
Earnest ( allenhach
Practical ways to drop in and create a happier more 
satisfying life-stvle.
THIS ENDANGERED PLANET PROSPECTS \ND 
PROPOSALS FOR HUMAN SURVIVAL 
Richard A. Falk
Thoughts on the state of the earth and how we can change 
that slate.
STATIONARY -  RECORDS 
ODDS and ENDS
ON SALE NOW!!
One Month To
Valentine’s Day
Lawrentians Reactto Mexico Program
by Barb Hill
Spanish campus in Guan­
ajuato, Mexico is a new in­
novation this year. In many 
ways, it is the type of program 
named as desirable when the 
Eningen campus was discon­
tinued To get an idea of how 
valuable the program is, the
l.awrentian discussed it with 
returning students Ronald 
Bernard, Therese Fitzpatrick, 
Linda Quinn. Debbie Anderson, 
Thomas Allen, Mary Sue Bach, 
Lisa Keese, and Mary Maynard.
The program replaces the 
Madrid semester. The students. 
15 women and three men, lived 
with families or in boarding 
houses used by the local 
university students. Classes are 
held at an Institute which teaches 
only North American students. 
The Institute is associated with 
the University of Guanajuato, 
and courses are taught in Spanish 
by Mexican professors, and by 
Hugo Martines, assistant 
professor of spanish, now on 
leave in Mexico.
"The whole town is your 
campus. Living with families, 
you just have to learn Spanish,” 
said Ron Bernard in explaining 
why he considered the program a 
success. Therese F itzpatrick 
agreed with him. " I  really im ­
proved my Spanish, made many 
friends and will go hack in 
September for an entire school 
year.”
While all considered the 
program successful because it 
made learning Spanish a 
necessity, the classroom courses 
were called “a lesser part of the 
learning process.”
One student remarked, "Mr. 
Martines’ poetry class was good, 
of the same quality it is here. In 
the others I didn't feel I learned a 
lot. But you can't say that you 
didn't learn a lot on the program. 
Mexican culture and speaking 
Spanish were picked up quickly.”
Tom Allen explained that 
Mexican teachers have a whole 
different approach. "They just 
lecture, and the students absorb; 
there are no helping things, like 
tests to see what you’ve learned. 
You’re just expected to know it. 
There’s no homework either. In 
fact, the kids in grade school did 
more work than the University 
students."
Courses in the history of 
Mexico, gram m ar, poetry, 
literature, and art were taught as 
well as practical arts such as rug- 
weaving, ceramics, and mac­
ramè.
“ The rug-weaving teacher was 
an Indian—illiterate in Spanish 
or any language, who sold rugs in 
the square to make his living, lie 
was fascinating, lie just talked 
and talked and soon we knew all 
about his family, his business and 
his way of life." one student said.
The students agreed that they 
would have preferred attending 
classes at the University itself, 
but explained that the enrollment 
of North American students there 
had to be limited. The Institute, 
which opened only last summer, 
had two students other than the 
Lawrence group. “ B u t,” ex­
plained Therese “it is just getting 
underway. There are lots more 
people there now.”
W c ¡no looking for . 1  sintlenl lo 
soli our H irack tapes. W c are 
respected throni’hotit the counliA 
as producinu a prem ium  product, 
have vour own th rm n ij business. 
W e c a m  over ^00 selections of all 
tvpes of music: Soul. I’op. Oldies. 
Country and Western, Popular, 
etc. If vou are interested call 
M dodv Recording Inc.. 12011 v-> 
‘M.Vt. ask for either Mr Jonas or 
M r Reid.
When asked about difficulty in 
adjusting to Mexican life. Lisa 
Reese replied, "For me, it was 
more of a foreign country than 
any I ’ve ever been in. It’s more 
foreign than any European 
country. It took a bigger effort to 
Uet into it, but finally I did.”
The other students agreed. 
“ Physically it was hard to get 
used to. The food and attitude 
were different. I never felt really 
right all the time I was there,” 
said Mary Maynard.
Bouts with sickness ranged in 
length from one day. to one day 
every few weeks, to the entire 
stay.
All agreed the social life was 
different. “ It’s on a different 
social level. You had to get used 
to enjoying yourself the way they 
did. You must get used to a small 
town,” explained Tom Allen, 
“ It’s either that or boredom.” 
Mary Sue Bach said, “ My family 
continually wanted me to go out 
on dates.” Therese Fitzpatrick 
agreed “ My family said we were 
the first American girls who 
d idn ’t have a permanent 
boyfriend after three days. They 
called us all blondes, even Linda 
and Mary" (each has dark brown 
hair.)
"The social center of town is 
the central square. A had little 
band plays and the guys and girls 
come just to look at each other.” 
another student replied
The success with living with 
families varied. Ron Bernard 
characterized his situation as 
"very interesting, but the beds 
were too short.”
Mary explained that "O u r 
families let us know they worried 
about us. They cared like your 
own family. The students had 
relative freedom to come and go 
as they liked.”
Lisa said that the girls got a 
little paranoid about bugs in the 
bed “ after a scorpion was 
found.”
"The father at our house was 
very helpful; he explained lots of 
things to me. like the war of the 
Cristeros, which I had never 
heard of." Ron said.
The town of Guanajuato is 
situated in the mountains of 
Central Mexico, about 250 miles 
north of Mexico City. It is an old 
city, famous in the Mexican 
Revolution struggles, and known 
for its beauty in the colonial style. 
The houses were “ very plain and 
without many windows on the 
street side, hut htiill around a 
center courtyard open to the air 
and beautiful with plants, hirds. 
and a cat," said Debbie An­
derson.
“One problem with this.” Lisa 
remembered, “ was that all the 
bedrooms were connected, and 
you had to walk through the 
others to get to your own, so 
everyone knew when you came in 
at night."
Guanajuato’s university has 
about 5,000 students, and contact 
with them was extensive. “ We 
met them all over—at dances, 
concerts, the theatre and in the 
Jardin. And you kept seeing the 
same people again." said Debbie.
Lisa explained, “ Here it takes 
a long time to meet people, hut 
once you did, you can't forget 
them. The town’s so small that 
you met them again and again.”
Music in the streets at night in 
the form of strolling mariachis 
was still common in Guanjuato.
Linda said, “They just do it for 
fun. At 2 or 3 in the morning, a 
group of your friends could come 
up and sing under your window. 
If you liked it you’d throw flowers 
from your balcony.”
In explaining what they 
disliked during their stay. 
Therese exclaimed, “ Mexico 
needs women’s lib. So many 
times we were placed in a really 
subservient position. Ron and 
Tom agreed that " I t ’s not too 
good for American guys. The 
Mexican guys viewed us 
suspiciously. We were com ­
petition.
Lisa didn 't like “ the 
generalizing going on against me 
and the things I had a tendency to 
do against them. It was really 
hard getting through those 
cultures."
A common complaint was, ‘i  
wasn’t prepared enough for it. It 
just wasn’t what I expected.”
There were problems in 
readjusting to Appleton life, too 
Linda Quinn explained that this is 
the cultural shock. “ Nobody 
touches here. There you shake 
hands with everyone you know,” 
Terry said. Mary Sue agreed. "It 
was so hard to get used to not 
staring at people here There’s no 
eye-contact.”
When asked if they had any 
criticism s of the program , 
students agreed that the trip 
afterward could have been 
longer. “ We were promised 
between 10-15 days and wanted to 
go to the Yucatan. Money ran out. 
we only had four days, and never 
made it to the peninsula." Debbie 
said.
Decision on whether or not to 
keep the program will be made 
by the Spanish department
H U N T IN G
for a *ift? Check the en­
ticing array at Pah-Low’s.
Choose from over 5000 
items. Of course, we gift 
wrap free of charge.
Pah-la wi
Luggage - Gifts 
303 W. College 
On the street of quality
“One Day Service "
311 EAST COLLEGE AVENUE
HOMERS
THIS STREET in Guanajuato, Mexico is a far cry from 
familiar College Avenue.
America s Nostalgia Presen ted Tomorro w
by David llaugland
In association with the for­
thcoming visit of the Guthrie 
Theater Company’s production of 
John Steinbeck's OF MICE AND 
MEN on January 24 , 25 , 26, and 
27, the I^awrence Arts Council is 
sponsoring a pre-performance 
workshop day this Saturday, 
January 13, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m 
in the Music-Drama Center for 
high school students and teachers 
from throughout eastern Wis­
consin.
The theme for the workshop, 
“The 1930’s: America’s Major 
Nostalgia” , will be reflected in a 
number of 50-minute lecture- 
discussion sessions presented 
throughout the day in an effort to 
better acquaint the high school 
audiences with aspects of 
Steinbeck’s work and theatre 
production which are not usually 
covered in classroom study..The 
fields related to OF MICE AND 
MEN which will be explored 
include literature, economics, 
drama, creative dramatics, and 
production techniques.
President Thomas Smith will 
address the workshop par­
ticipants at a 9:30 a m. general
session along with Guthrie 
Theater Associate Manager 
David Hawkanson and Theatre- 
Dram a Professor Mark 
Malmauskas. Professors Thomas 
Dale, Sherwin Howard. Jules 
LaRocque, and John Woodruff 
will be giving presentations in 
their respective areas during the 
day along with Gary Parker, 
Outreach Program  Director, 
and Carolyn Bye, Student 
Resource Center Coordinator, of 
the Guthrie Company. Members 
of the Lawrence University 
Theatre Company will be hosting 
the workshop and presenting 
ad d itio n a l d e m ons tra tio n s  
throughout the day.
Members of the Lawrence 
Community are invited to attend 
any or all sessions of the 
workshop free of charge; 
registration is not required of 
Lawrence students and faculty. 
Lawrentians are also reminded 
to get their tickets for OF MICE 
AND MEN now at the Box Office 
Some seats are still available for 
the Wednesday, Friday, and 
Saturday performances, January 
24, 2«, and 27.
The Vikes are No I with us at Sabre
and
Sabre Lanes is N o . I in Bowling
1330 Midway, 739-9161 — Come and visit us
U H RkH
Tired of the Same OldFish Fry?
Try Some o f Our Seafood Specialties!
Fresh Brook Trout 
Crahmeat Puffs 
French-Fried Oysters 
Broiled 
Pike or Turhot 
Sea Scallops 
Frog Legs 
Batter Fried Shrimp
Op«n Continuouily 
DAILY:
11 A M. to 10 P.M.
FRI. & SAT.
11 A M. to 11 P.M.
Coclftoil lounq«:
1 1 A M. 'til Cloiing
«  w
Corner Franklin 
& Superior Sts.
APPLETON  
Phone 7 3 9 - 8 8 9 6
PDP-11 Teaches Stats
Statistics is one of the many 
notoriously difficult courses at 
Lawrence University. Francis T 
Campos, instructor in psy­
chology, with the aid of the 
university’s PDP-11 computer, 
plans to relieve the situation for 
instructor and students this term.
Campos has formulated a 
computer-assisted instructional 
program dealing in advanced 
statistics. Funds totaling $27,(too 
from the National Science 
Foundation and Lawrence 
University have made possible 
the purchase of additional 
facilities for L .U .’s year-old 
computer. The computer supplies 
basic inform ation, previously 
provided by the instructor during 
class lectures. PDP-11 also 
serves as a study guide for 
students by guiding them through 
series of problems and denoting
litis to Speak
Is continued economic growth 
inappropriate for an ever in­
creasing quality of life? What will 
be the result of the ecological 
imbalance caused by the “Green 
Revolution” necessary to sustain 
an expanding population9
These and many other 
ecological questions will be the 
subject of “Corn and Potatoes for 
Tomorrow: The Green Rev­
olution and Its Disastrous 
Implications” to be given by 
Hugh H. litis, Tuesday, January 
16, at 4:30p.m. in 161 Youngchild 
in conjunction with the LU 
Science Colloquium.
I It is is a professor of botany 
and the director of the herbarium 
at the University of Wisconsin, 
Madison and is active in Nature 
Conservancy, Sierra Club, 
Wilderness Society, and other 
action-orientated ecology groups.
errors. Students can use the 
computer twenty-four hours a 
day, seven days a week.
The project is to aid students to 
attain  a m in im um  level of 
competence in statistics more 
efficiently. The statistics course 
is a tool, a solid base of in­
formation necessary to analyze 
and formulate experiments and 
doesn’t change much year to 
year Students can easily work at 
their desired pace. Campos 
believes no one should receive a 
grade below a D or even C. 
Students and instructor are 
liberated from the classroom 
lecture and have more time to 
discuss and solve individual 
problems.
The computer begins in ­
struction by presenting 
statistical problems on the ter­
m inal. The computer then 
evaluates student responses to 
the problem. If the answers are 
incorrect, the computer will find 
the mistake and return the 
student to the place of error. 
Information needed for cor­
rection is reviewed by the 
computer, reviewing the student 
comprehension of the solution 
process. After the student 
completes a phase of the course, 
the computer tests the student 
and continues to the next phase.
Statistics was selected as the 
first program of this type at L.U. 
because it adapts easily to the 
computer system. Two more 
courses involving statistics are 
planned for development in 
several years and programs in 
mathematics and psychology are 
also hoped to be developed. 
Students researching projects in 
English, linguistics, sociology, 
and other disciplines could utilize 
the PDP-11 computer for 
problem-solving.
TRADE UP TO SHURE
' ^  JanVary
Sp,eC'a/
?
Improve the performance of your system by upgrading 
your stereo pickup cartridge. If the stylus is worn, it can 
do great damage to valuable records. Buy a complete 
i magnetic cartridge for the price of a stylus alone.
Price With Trade
M-44E List 24.50.........10.95
M-93E List 39.95.........17.95
M-91KD (improved) List 54.95.........22.95
Mounting 1.00 Extra
H
Appleton 
415 W. College
CAN’T KEEP YOUR STASH in your book bag since the 
library borrowed (he F A A  bomb-check system to cut down on 
stolen books.
Renaissance Fair To Be an L.LL First
by Susan Reeves 
Saturday, May 19, 1973 is the 
tentative date for the first 
Renasissance Fair to be held 
outdoors on the Lawrence 
campus. The idea was conceived 
by E llen Curtin and David 
Haugland. Haugland views the 
fair as an opportunity “to provide 
the Lawrence Community and 
the surrounding area with a 
spring festival where people can 
display art work, demonstrate 
skills, sell hand-crafted items, 
and enjoy life on a spring day.” 
The four areas of activities 
include an Art Show, where 
members of the Appleton and 
Lawrence communities could 
display and sell their works; 
programs encompassing various 
areas of the arts, such as a play 
written in the Renaissance 
Period and musical programs of 
vocal and instrumental music; 
demonstrations of candle- 
m aking, leather-working and
wine-making; and activities such 
as a jousting tournament, a 
human chess game and a mock 
trial, demonstrating the use of
stocks.
Curtin and Haugland see 
the term ‘Renaissance’ to be 
appropriate for several reasons. 
The idea of spring as a re birth 
is one of them. Secondly, 
Renaissance Art, History, Music, 
and Theater courses are being 
offered third term, and students 
can apply their background in 
working on the fair. Third, there 
are correlations between the 
Renaissance and the present 
time such as the interest in hand­
crafted items and astrology.
Anyone interested in learning 
more about the Renaissance Fair 
is urged to come to an 
organizational meeting to be held 
in Youngchild 161 on Wednesday, 
January 17 at 7:30 p.m.
Mid - CityBeer and l.iijiiin
Watch for our
WINE CHARITY FESTIVAL
in February 
Featuring
100 Wines!
DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR 733-1 111
/Z)eest& M
y L A UN D ER ER S  • C L EA N ER ^
Phone 7334428
★ H a lf a Block fro m  Campus
♦  Stop in fo r  all your Laundry 
and D ry  Cleaning Services
*  Charge Accounts Available
*  307 E . College A v e .
Greening of 
The Library
by Karen Padley
Where there was once open 
space in the library lobby, there 
has lately appeared a barrier 
composed of a mahogany planter 
complete with plants which 
marks the entrance and exit of 
the library.
This new planter is designed to 
channel people exiting the 
building in order to facilitate the 
checking out of books. According 
to Dennis Ribbens, library 
director, two problems plague 
any lib rary ; theft and 
unauthorized borrowing. The 
first is apparently not a problem 
at Lawrence as only 400-500 
volumes are “missing” based on 
a rough estimate from in ­
ventories in the recent past. But 
students removing books from 
the library without checking 
them out is a problem, and 
causes many problems for all 
users of the library.
Pressure to do something about 
these two problems came from 
both students and faculty. This 
step is soft in comparison to 
actions taken on college com- 
puses across the nation. At the 
University of Wisconsin at 
Madison, for example, students 
are stopped at a turnstyle and 
thoroughly searched, right down 
to the knapsack. The barrier is 
the furthest extent of pre­
cautionary measures in the 
foreseeable future at Lawrence.
Racine Cty. 
Girls Offered 
Scholarship
A $400 scholarship is being 
offered to a Racine County girl by 
the Racine branch of the 
American Association of 
University Women. Based on 
academ ic achievement and 
financial need, it is given an­
nually to a Racine County girl 
beginning the first or second 
semester of her junior year at 
any accredited, degree-granting 
college or university the fall after 
the grant is awarded.
The deadline for filing ap 
plications is April 1. They may be 
obtained from Mrs. Neal R. 
Nottleson, 708 North Street, 
Racine, Wisconsin 53402, the 
scholarship committee cha ir ­
man, or from deans of the 
university. The applications 
should be returned to Mrs. 
Nottleson along with a transcript 
of the student’s credits for college 
work to date.
Seniors Top 
Grade Pt. List
Grade point averages for first 
term show that the seniors once 
again top the list with a com­
pounded total of 3.255 for the 
senior men, bested by 3.369 for 
senior women. Senior grade 
points were .3 for the men and .4 
for the women above the entire 
school’s G .P.A.’s—2.941 for the 
men and 3.010 for the women.
Seniors are followed by the 
juniors with 3.192 for the women 
and 3.077 for the men. 
Sophomores ranked next with 
men’s G .P.A .’s at 2.865 and 
womens' at 2.95. Frosh averaged 
2.656 for the men and 2.683 for the 
women.
In fraternities the Fijis con­
tinued to top the quad with a 
3.304, followed by the Delts with 
3.090, Sig Eps with 3.081, Betas 
3.00, Phi Delts 2.995, and Taus 
with 2.8r>4.
The Zetas topped the sorority 
list at 3.258, tollowed by the Pi 
Phis with a 3.142, Thetas with 
3 061, Alpha (’his at 2.929, and the 
DGs at 2.917.
m
Skiers Unite Kor Baronins
Are you still paying full price 
for skiing’’ Now a nation-wide 
organization of skiing college 
students has reduced the price of 
this once expensive sport. The 
Student Ski Association, in 
conjunction with over 150 ski 
areas, offers significantly 
reduced prices on lift tickets, ski 
lessons and ski equipment ren­
tals. Similar in concept to the 
airlines’ youth fare cards, the 
program is open to college, 
professional and graduate 
students.
Midwest.
The $5 membership is offered 
with a money back guarantee 
through campus ski clubs, 
bookstores and by mail at any of 
the three regional offices: SSA 
East, 21 Rosemarie Drive, 
Seekonk, Mass. 02771; SSA 
Midwest, 2529 Gross Point Hoad, 
Evanston, 111. 60201; SSA West, 
Box 1138, Incline Village, Nevada 
89450.
JUST A TAD DIFFERENT from Woody Guthrie, Morgan and Barnes, the Cosmic Hobos, 
will be appearing tonight at 9:30 p.m. in the Coffee House. For a piddly 50 cents, 
Lawrentians can hear Morgan and Barnes perform original songs that have “the clear 
simplicity you can only get from experience.” What do you say about two guys who are 
writing hit songs the world has hardly heard yet? Come decide for yourselves.
Dental Grants To Be OfferedBaker
(cont. from p. 1, col. 5)
equally impressive list of 
degrees.
4) The treating of the student as 
something less than an adult. 
Baker spoke of what he believed 
to be “ paren ta l” attitude 
prevalent in Lawrence that 
seems to place doubts upon the 
student’s ability to accept the 
responsibility of deciding his own 
career. Such an attitude, ac­
cording to Baker, would tend to 
be detrimental to the student in 
that it limits his ability to carry 
out his decisions as a mature 
adult.
5) A relaxed attitude regarding 
problems as a result of 
Lawrence’s heavy endowment. 
Baker thought that the re­
alization that Lawrence is 
nowhere near financial disaster 
might provoke a tendency to 
underreact to problems that do 
not directly threaten the stability 
of the school.
Baker suggested that while 
proposing definite solutions to the 
problem is as impossible as 
determining without question its 
causes, a serious consideration of 
the points brought up in this 
article, along with a study of 
faculty and student morale, 
would be helpful in effecting its 
termination.
If 10 weeks spent in the 
laboratory of a senior dental 
scientist sounds interesting, the 
American Dental Association 
could make it possible through 
their Program in Dental 
Research for College Students.
The time would be spent 
working with a scientist doing 
research in the students’ field of 
interest.
Since the scope of oral science 
includes the entire spectrum of 
basic and clinical disciplines, this 
program should be of interest to 
those students planning to work 
towards advanced degrees in 
the biological, physical and 
behavioral sciences as well as 
students oriented toward med­
icine and dentistry.
Pre-baccalaureate college
Be Creative
Reneita
students are eligible. The 
program provides a $l,00ft 
stipend to cover the student’s 
expenses for the ten week 
summer period. Air travel will be 
provided to the assigned in­
stitution, to a conference in late 
August, and home.
The conference is to be com­
posed of all student trainees and 
an opportunity is given for the 
presentation of individual 
research reports.
This program is in its ninth 
year. The deadline for a p ­
plication for the Program in 
Dental Research for College 
Students is February 15, 1973. 
Information and application kits 
are availab le  from Michael 
LaM arca cha irm an of the 
Biology department.
Art Centre
The Student Ski Association 
was founded an^ is directed by 
Kim Chaffee, a Harvard and 
Berkeley graduate, whose 
brother and sister are former 
O lympic skiers. Last year, 
during its fourth season, over 
35,000 college students joined the 
organization.
Membership entitles students 
to savings of up to 50 per cent on 
lift tickets, lessons and rentals 
during the week. Saturday, 
Sunday and holidays the program 
brings at least a $1 savings on lift 
tickets. In addition to these 
savings, the members also 
receive a monthly underground 
ski magazine, the STUDENT 
SKIER, along with the annual 
POOR HOWARD’S College Guide 
to Skiing. Membership is $5. 
There is no age limit, and no limit 
to the number of times the 
reduced rate membership may 
be used at any of the more than 
150 participating ski areas.
Such prestigious ski resorts as: 
Mt. Snow, Waterville Valley, 
Sugarloaf and Mt. Tom in New 
England, Aspen Highlands, 
Jackson Hole, Park West, Taos, 
Squaw Valley and Kirkwood 
Meadows in the West and Big 
Powderhorn, Mt. Telemark, 
Schuss Mountain and Sugarloaf 
in the Midwest, grant Student Ski 
Association members low student 
rates.
SSA is recognized as the 
leading student group for dis­
counts and works closely with 
various divisions of the United 
States Ski Association. Schlitz 
Beer, a supporter of NASTAR ( a 
national Standard race for 
recreational skiers), and the 
National Ski Patrol is the 
national sponsor of the Student 
Ski Association. This year SSA 
will be hosting a series of large 
intercollegiate ski festivals in the 
Rockies and Sierras and in the
l*oets* Series 
On This Week
by Don Hrum|iw‘ll
Songs are to be sung, and 
poems to be read. Aloud. The 
sound should be heard by your 
actual ear; the m ind’s ear is dead 
to any voice but its own. Poetry is 
an oral art and an aural art.
Therefore poetry will be read 
aloud. Again this term, Wed­
nesday nights will be lyric in the 
Coffeehouse, at 8 p.m . The 
programs will open on Wed­
nesday, January 17 with poems of 
Yevgeny Yevteshenko, as read in 
translation by Paul Doepke. 
Yeveteshenko, the Russian poet 
highly acclaimed in his bilingual 
readings in this country last 
spring, writes in a style tied to 
our time and our lives. It is this 
immediacy which Paul will 
explore, calling these poems that 
have to be read; they are too 
important to ignore.”
The following week Professor 
Richard Long will draw from the 
work of the bone of American 
gramarrians, modifier of syntax, 
and anti-capitalist e.e. cum- 
m ings, d ifferentiating , in ­
tegrating, but by no means 
equating the works of this 
distinctive voice of our land.
Readings will continue every 
Wed. night of the term at 8 p.m. 
In the near future evenings of 
French and German verse are 
planned, and on February 7, Ms. 
Estelle Lauter, Assistant 
Professor of Communication- 
Action at UWGB will read from 
the work of Wallace Stevens. 
Questions or inquiries concerning 
this series of readings, or the 
possibility of reading in it, should 
be directed to Don Brunnquell, 
ext. 311.
606 N. Lawe St., 734-3272
Planning a Party?
Function rooms to f it  your every need
"<SD > \ u ;
M O T O R  IN Nn
The finest service for up to 350  people
CONVENIENT CENTRAL LOCATION 
Phone 414-734-2611
Tuck*o*buck*Q*ckn|*oui(M |
with automatic savings from n  m u
H  APPLETON ■  STATE•IBank
Vike Basketball 
Team Wins
by Paul Kitzke
What difference a small 
vacation makes! Before the 
Christmas break the Viking 
varsity basketball team seemed 
an unorganized, uninspired lot, 
possessed particu larly  of a 
singular incapacity to establish 
any type of offensive continuity. 
But if their strong play and 
second place finish in this past 
weekend’s Lawrence University 
Holiday Basketball Tournament 
are indications of more im ­
provements to come, perhaps the 
winter will not seem so cold for 
Viking followers.
On Friday night. Lawrence and 
first round opponent Nor­
thwestern College, a team LU 
had beaten at W'atertown on 
December 12, battled evenly for 
most of the first half. Then with 
two and one-half minutes 
remaining and the score tied at 
36-all, sophomore forward Jeff 
Huppert hit a free throw to begin 
a stretch of nine unanswered 
points that sent the Vikes into the 
locker room with a 45-36 lead.
Lawrence continued its surge 
as the second half began, ’out- 
scoring the Trojans 8-2 in the 
opening four minutes of action. 
Paced by senior captain. Reuben 
Plantico, the Vikings built their 
margin to as much as 20 points 
before settling for an 84-68 vic­
tory.
Leading the scoring, per usual, 
was Plantico with 23 points— 
eight for 17 from the floor and 
seven from the foul line. Other 
Vikes in double figures were 
junior Jack Hoag and freshman 
Jerry Pereak. Each contributed 
10 points. Mark Toepel led the 
way for Northwestern with 19 
points, 17 of those in the first 
period, and Pete Schumacher 
added 11 LU hit on 35 of 87 from 
the field for 40.2 per cent. Nor­
thwestern only 27 of 72 for 37.5 per 
cent.
Saturday afternoon’s cham ­
pionship encounter with the 
Northland Lumberjacks, 75-64 
Friday night victors over Carroll 
College, promised to be a run 
and gun affair like the teams’ 
earlier meeting at Ashland on 
December 14. won by Northland 
94-75 However, turnovers by the 
Lumberjacks and the Vikings’
from the 
little or 
pizza maker
Sammy’s
Pizza
211 \. Appleton 
734-2167, 734-0292
inability to find the hoop com­
bined to keep the score down, 
Northland winning 63-58 in a 
hotly-fought contest.
The young Vikings, outshot and 
outrebounded by their opponents 
in the first half, still managed to 
take a one point lead, 32-31, 
largely on the strength of 14 
Lumberjack turnovers. But a 
cold stretch of seven and one-half 
minutes at the beginning of the 
second half in which LU netted 
only two free throws moved 
Northland into a lead it never 
relinquished. The hosts charged 
back from a nine point deficit to 
narrow the score to 53-51 with 
2:29 remaining but were able to 
get no closer as Joe Joran scored 
a driving layup, making the score 
61-56 and sealing the win. The 
victory was capped by Bill 
Huempfner’s two free throws 
after the final buzzer.
Huempfner led the Northland 
team with 22 points, followed 
closely by the tournam ent’s 
MVP, Cliff Young, who had 20 to 
go along with an excellent floor 
game. Freshmen Quincy Rogers 
and Doug Fyfe scored 12 apiece 
for the Vikings, as did Plantico. 
Northland shot a respectable 46 
per cent from the field, con­
necting on 26 of 57 attempts 
Lawrence meanwhile, managed 
only 35 per cent—21 of 60 shots. 
The Lumberjacks outrebounded 
the Vikes 31-28, with Bob Currie 
picking off eight of those 28 for
LU.
Lawrence placed two on the all­
tournament team: Reuben 
Plantico and Quincy Rogers. 
Northland also had two named to 
the squad with Cliff Young and 6- 
7 center Gary Wahlgren getting 
the honors. The fifth spot went to 
Northwestern’s Mark Toepel who 
showered Carroll College with 34 
points in leading his team to a 93- 
76 consolation round victory. 
Toepel also was the tournament’s 
leading scorer with 53 points for 
the two games.
Now on to tonight and tom- 
morrow when Coach Mueller will 
take his team down into Illinois to 
face Knox with its hell-and- 
brimstone coach. Harvey 
Knosher, and Monmouth, a team 
suspected of violating Midwest 
C o n f e r e n c e  r e c r u i t i n g  
procedures How else can it field 
a front line that averages 6-8? 
Hopefully, the Vikes will continue 
their improved play this 
weekend. And who knows? 
Perhaps the sun will shine on the 
moon a bit, and a victory or two 
will be at hand
A LAWRKNCE SWIMMKR churns through the water during practice as the Vike mermen 
prepare lor an intersquad meet this weekend. The team opens their conference schedule 
on Tuesday, Jan. 16 against Ripon at home. Coach Gene Davis and Captain Pete Mitchell 
(younger brother of ’68-’69 Capt. Tocher Mitchell) are counting on a crop of new recruits 
to help improve on last years fine 4th place finish in the Conference Meet.
Around The (Conference
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA 
Three face-offs involving five top 
clubs in the Midwest Conference 
will feature action Friday and 
Saturday in the first weekend of 
conference play.
St. Olaf will host Coe Friday 
night and will play Beloit 
Saturday afternoon A poll of the 
coaches placed St Olaf, Coe and 
Beloit in virtually a three-way tie 
as co-favorites to win the 1972-73 
championship.
The three favorites will repeat 
the process a week later with St. 
Olaf at Coe Jan. 19 and St. Olaf at 
Beloit Jan. 20. Coe and Beloit will 
have their first clash Jan. 27 at 
Beloit.
Knox and Ripon, which were 
ranked as the leading challengers 
to the top three, will clash at 
Knox Saturday afternoon.
St. Olaf and Ripon are the 
defending co-champions, sharing 
the 1971-72 title with 15-3 records.
In other games launching the
.  . . .
I 44 Days in Europe
1972-73 race Friday night, Beloit 
will be at Carleton, Ripon at 
Monmouth and Lawrence at 
Knox.
Two other 1:30 p.m. games will 
be included in Saturday’s play — 
Coe at Carleton and Lawrence at 
Monmouth. Completing the line­
up of nine opening games will be 
Cornell at Grinnell Saturday 
night.
OPENING MIDWEST 
CONFERENCE GAMES
Friday < Jan. 12)
Coe at St. Olaf 
Beloit at Carleton 
Ripon at Monmouth 
Lawrence at Knox
Saturday(Jan .13) 
Beloit at St. Olaf 
Coe at Carleton 
Ripon at Knox 
Lawrence at Monmouth 
Cornell at Grinnell
1:30 p.m. Games
Final 19711-72 Standings
W L
St. Olaf 15 3
Ripon 15 3
Monmouth 13 5
Coe 12 6
Beloit 10 8
Cornell 7 11
Knox 6 12
Carleton 6 12
Grinnell 4 14
Lawrence 2 16
Summer 1973 
June 29 - August 13
I h h  A n n u a l
European Art and 
Architecture Seminar-Tour
21 DAYS AT OXFORD
(Numerous Visits in England)
23 Days of Travel on Continent
(Extended Stays Will Be Made In Rome, 
Florence. Venice, and Paris)
4 Hours Academic Credit Available
Write To:
ROBERT P. ASHLEY 
Dean of The College 
Ripon College 
Ripon. Wis. .»1971
experience 
you can bank on 
. . .  since 1870
□ First 
National Bank
O P  A P P I P T H M  DOWNTOWN APPLETON u r  I ,nd C)RFENVILLE
Matmen Open 
With Victory
The Lawrence University 
wrestling team (more popularly 
known as LUWT) opened its 
season by posting a lopsided 45-3 
victory over Milwaukee Area 
Technical College last Friday. 
However, the score was not truly 
indicative of the strength of 
either team, as five of the victors 
wins came via forfeits.
Winning by forfeit for the Vike 
grapplers were Mark Aschilman 
(118 lbs ), Gim Gould (134 lbs.), 
Merle Ferguson (167 lbs.), 
Robben Campbell (177 lbs.) and 
Steve Neuman (bigger than big 
lbs.).
Seeing action for the Vikes 
were Capt. Mike Rreitzman, 
Appleton East product, who won 
9-6, Ike Henrikson, who won 7-2, 
and Tom Connell who lost 7-3. 
John Draheim, decision by a fall, 
and Lloyd Nordstrom, a 12-4 
winner, rounded out the scoring.
The Viking wrestlers will meet 
Maranatha College tomorrow at 
Watertown.
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did OTHELLO sound like the MET - or - 
did it sound like a bunch of tin cans?
KLH-FM Table Radio, $99.95
you never heard it so good §
Consumer Electronics f
Wholesale Prices •  518 N. Appleton St.
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